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Lowell, Massachusetts

by Jeanne Schinto

Our Civil War was a war about
cotton, so an exhibition about
textiles to commemorate its
sesquicentennial makes all the
sense in the world. What would
not occur to everyone are the
choices the curators had to
make to create a show as moving
and unexpected as this one.

Quilts, yes, there are plenty of
spectacular ones in Homefront
& Battle.eld: Quilts & Context
in the Civil War, which opened
at the American Textile History
Museum (ATHM) in Lowell,
Massachusetts, on June 30.
You'll also see `ags; uniforms;
blankets; knapsacks; canteen
covers; bandages; tents; cots;
banners; mourning dresses; a Ku
Klux Klan hood; the hemp rope
and noose that was said to have
hanged John Brown; a
photograph of African-
American sailors sewing on the
deck of the U.S.S. Miami; and a
boy's suit with a jacket cut like a
Union soldier's and bearing a
ribbon stating "My Father was a
Soldier." It all comes together
like a pieced-together quilt to
tell the story of the Civil War
through textiles.

"Someone asked me, 'What was
the most surprising thing that
happened while you were
working on this exhibition?'"
co-curator Lynne Zacek Bassett
told an audience of V.I.P.s at the
opening celebration. The award-
winning independent scholar
said one surprise was "the
academic community's
resistance to the idea of talking
about the Civil War through
objects." Many academics seem
to understand only documents,
she said.

Yet how much more eloquent
can you get than a Log Cabin
quilt made by an Illinois woman
from the uniforms of
Confederate and Union armies?
Her two sons fought on
opposing sides. She made the
quilt after the brothers came
home as "a patchwork record of
her family's struggles," in the
words of the excellent catalog
that accompanies this
exhibition.

"Lynne and I both approach
history through objects, but we
are also historians," said Bassett's
co-curator and lead author of
the catalog, Madelyn Shaw. "We
use objects to get people
interested in history. I hope that
people, when they go through
the exhibition or read the
catalog, will understand the
connections between the visual
and the intellectual and see that
they support each other, that
they're not separate spheres. It's
a holistic view. I love
documents, and I love objects,
and I think one helps you
understand the other. With just
one or the other, you've got the
story but are not seeing it as
vividly and completely as you
could."

Bassett is a quilt specialist with
an equal expertise in costumes.
She brought those strengths to
the project, along with
knowledge of the period's social
history and economics-"because
you can't understand textiles
without understanding the
context," she said. "We really
hope this exhibition shows the
Civil War as being about more
than Gettysburg and Antietam.
It acected everyone in the
country in some way. The
homefront was a crucial part of
it. So we want people to have a
broader understanding of that
and also of the war's
rami.cations, up to this day.
Textiles are just a terri.c way to
get at those other aspects."

Shaw's special province of scholarship is the American textile industry.
"I've always been interested in it, how strong it was and how important it
was in building the general economy," she said. "I think it's something
that gets short shrift. People think of the steel industry. I don't think it's
fashionable to look at how important textiles were."

The war pitted the mechanical North against the agricultural South. It's
a simple statement to make, but there was nothing simple about its
reality. "We want very much for people to understand at least some of the
complexities of the issues—the many, and often con`icting, impulses of
human nature that contribute to thoughts and actions," Shaw said.

Consider, for example, that clothing for the nearly four million slaves
working in the South in 1860 was largely made from southern cotton in
northern mills. Nor was it a case of presumed abolitionists casting a blind
eye to the irony. The exhibition displays "Negro cloth samples" from the
Rhode Island Historical Society, and the catalog quotes from a letter a
Rhode Island mill owner wrote boasting that a customer "was much
pleased with the goods. His negroes he says are delighted with it & call it
the iron cloth & say it will never wear out."

The exhibition will be up in Lowell through November 25, after which it
will travel. Shaw and Bassett sought to include venues in a state in the
South and in a border state, but in the end the venues that worked out
are in New York, Vermont, and Nebraska. In the same spirit Bassett said,
"We tried very hard to present a balanced view of the war, using a
signi.cant number of Confederate objects, which are more rare than
Union objects. We didn't entirely succeed, but we did try."

Among the Confederate pieces is one lent by the Texas Tech University
Museum in Lubbock. It is an appliquéd quilt made by Susan Robb,
designed to honor soldiers of the seceding states. The center square
depicts men marching behind the First National `ag of the Confederacy.
Another quilt shows a variation on the Confederate battle `ag. Another
Confederate piece is a child's apron with a stars-and-bars design, made
and worn by Martha L. Booton (b. 1853) of Luray, Virginia, and now
owned by the Museum of the Confederacy in Richmond, Virginia.

Flags from both sides are a particularly poignant part of the exhibit. As
the catalog states, "Every soldier knew that by shooting the color bearer
and bringing down the `ag they had a chance of stopping—or at least
checking—an advance, so casualty rates in the color guard were high."
Flags also presented a major challenge to the co-curators.

"We wanted to try and transcend rancor," said Shaw, "and there's a lot of
it still out there. So the challenge was how to use these symbols that have
come to mean such dicerent things after the war and how to talk about
them. The Confederate battle `ag was a biggie. What did that `ag mean
to the person who fought under it? That's a very immediate, personal
thing, and it was dicerent from what that same `ag means now."

Slave trade was global. Textile manufacturing was too. As a result, the
issues that the Civil War attempted to resolve were of national and
international signi.cance. But the stories that this exhibition tells are
often as homely as a soldier's blanket-which sometimes doubled as his
shroud.

The intimacy of these artifacts is what makes the show such a triumph
and also such a deep sorrow. "Every crease, crack, stain, and scrape in the
clothing or textiles that survive...suggests the physical experiences of war,"
write Shaw and Bassett. "And if we look past the surface, we may see the
lines of workers who spin, wove, and stitched an endless procession of
these textiles over four long years."

The exhibition doesn't end with 1865, however, just as the struggle
didn't for those who lived through the war. There were invalids, for one
thing—nearly half a million. There were strong, painful memories too.
It's interesting, then, that so much was saved, even scraps, which were
often treated as relics. Sewing continued, taking the form of such things
as a reconciliation quilt made in 1867 by Lucinda Ward Honstain (1820-
1904) of Brooklyn, New York. Highly detailed, it depicts soldiers, sailors
(Honstain's husband was a major in the 132nd New York Infantry),
symbols of house and home, farm animals, `orals, and an African-
American addressing a white man on horseback, saying, "Master I am
Free."

"Perhaps because cloth was so signi.cant to so many during the war," the
authors suggest, "it remained a medium of choice to express ideas,
indicate identity and allegiance, and embody both history and memory."

For more information about the exhibition's run at ATHM, see the Web
site (www.athm.org).

The New-York Historical Society in New York City will host it from
April 4, 2014, to August 31, 2014. It goes next to the Shelburne
Museum in Shelburne, Vermont, from September 20, 2014, to January
1, 2015. Its .nal venue is the Nebraska State Historical Society in
Lincoln, Nebraska, from February 1, 2015, to June 30, 2015.
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